
Show Me a Picture, Tell Me A Story
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Betsy A. Colburn

Friday, January 4, 2019
Harvard Forest, Petersham, MA

Date               
9/22/2004

Sampled
10

Fallen   
0

9/29/2004 10 0
10/6/2004 10 0

10/13/2004 10 0
10/19/2004 10 0
10/27/2004 10 0

11/4/2004 5 5
9/28/2005 24 3
10/5/2005 24 3

10/12/2005 24 8
10/19/2005 24 10
10/26/2005 24 13

11/2/2005 24 20
11/10/2005 24 24

9/20/2006 24 2
9/27/2006 18 6
10/4/2006 24 11

10/11/2006 24 16
10/18/2006 24 17
10/25/2006 24 18

11/1/2006 24 23
11/8/2006 12 12
9/12/2007 24 4
9/19/2007 24 4
9/26/2007 24 9
10/3/2007 24 13

10/10/2007 24 20
10/17/2007 24 21
10/24/2007 24 23
10/31/2007 6 6
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School,Teacher,Date,Julian,TreeID,Species,Ltotal,Lfallen,Tcolor
ARM,Miller,2004-09-06,250,2,CH,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,1,YB,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,2,CH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,3,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,4,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,5,CH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,6,WH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-22,266,7,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,1,YB,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,2,CH,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,3,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,4,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,5,CH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,6,WH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-09-29,273,7,RM,5,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-10-06,280,1,YB,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-10-06,280,2,CH,10,0,NA
ARM,Miller,2004-10-06,280,3,RM,5,2,NA 

School Teacher Date Julian TreeID Species Ltotal Lfallen Tcolor
ARM Miller 9/6/2004 250 2 CH 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 1 YB 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 2 CH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 3 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 4 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 5 CH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 6 WH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/22/2004 266 7 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 1 YB 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 2 CH 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 3 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 4 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 5 CH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 6 WH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 9/29/2004 273 7 RM 5 0           NA     
ARM Miller 10/6/2004 280 1 YB 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 10/6/2004 280 2 CH 10 0           NA     
ARM Miller 10/6/2004 280 3 RM 5 2           NA     

Schoolyard Science phenology data set in comma-delimited text (.csv) format, as 
on the Harvard Forest Schoolyard Science website, and in a spreadsheet. 

.csv

spreadsheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that data submitted to HF are averages or summaries. Much information is collected by the individual student research teams when following the sampling protocols, and many classrooms collect more data than the minimum called for in the protocols. That information is not only valuable for teaching purposes, but also potentially very informative from a scientific perspective.HF does not have you submit all of the field data to us for logistical reasons – we don’t have the ability to do the quality control or to manage the data. BUT the data you and your students are collecting have the potential to provide important insights into the research questions you are studying, and the more you do with the data the more understanding you are likely to obtain over time.METADATAData formattingARM Data set for today’s examples



Data Analysis – Understanding Results of Sampling

• Spreadsheets and Tables
o Original data
o Modified data
o Additional extracted data 

– e.g., growing season (Buds, Leaves)
– e.g., biomass accrual for plot or species (Changing Forests)

• Graphs and Figures

• Statistics

• Models

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original Data -- # leaves fallen or buds burst and stages, dbh, water depth and pool diameter, branch growthOrganize in spreadsheets and tables, carry out manipulations that help with analysisGraphs and figures visually translate the data in the tables and spreadsheets to help you understand your data and share results with others	Also inform statistics and models by showing shapes or patterns in data  -- trend? Fit a statistical distribution? etc.Statistics help give shape to how strong relationships between results and potential causes, or parallel events (correlations, co-variation)



Considerations for Analyzing & Graphing Data

• What do you have for original data?

• What do you want to find out? (What are the questions 
you are asking of your data?)

• What kinds of additional information can you obtain 
(from your data or elsewhere) to help answer your 
questions? (Weather data, other schools’ data…)

• What kind of graphs(s) [or statistics, or models] can help 
you address your questions?

• What graphs [or statistics, or other illustrations] can 
help you tell your story effectively?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphs to understand your dataGraphs to explain your data to othersNature of the data and questions you are asking                                      Write down your thoughts on data, details on manipulationsDATACategories or numbers? Continuous or discrete?Components of a whole or many separate measurements?Measurements relative to a scale – time, space, some other variable’s abundance?QUESTIONSChange over time? Relationships among variables?SUITABILITY OF GRAPH FOR DATA AND QUESTIONSFLEXIBILITY OF CHOICES WITHIN GRAPH TYPES 



a .                                                                                                   

c.

Tree species sampled in a schoolyard phenology study. ARM Schoolyard data. a. Pie graph. b. Stacked bar 
graph. (Species codes as in a.) c. Bar graph.

b.

These graphs could apply 
equally well to data on tree 
species in plots sampled for 
Our Changing Forests –
Level 2 exercises will look at 
both kinds of data sets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple graphs of sample population. Make in computer lab later.No scale, single Y scale, or categorical X and numerical Y scale. No independent and dependent variable.



Aquatic Macroinvertebrates in a Cape Cod Vernal Pool in April, 1996. 
Data from EA Colburn

To a very large extent, the choice of how to present data 
graphically is simply a matter of the investigator’s 
preferences – much of the time, there is no “right” or “wrong” 
way to illustrate results. What graphical presentation is most 
informative? What graphs are easiest to understand and 
interpret?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick run-through of some kinds of graphs. Simple graphs – break a whole into its components.Pie graphs of VP Critters in April, 7% non-crustacean; 6% insect, 2% worm, 92% crustacean  --- No axes. Show values, percentages, labels, as you choose.Of insects, most mosquitoes.Explode or not? Choice up to researcher.



Fall: 
______ Date of 50% leaf drop

Spring: 

- - - - Date of 75% leaf development 

______ Date of 50% bud break

Spring leaf emergence and autumn leaf fall in four tree species at the 
Harvard Forest. Data from J O’Keefe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long-term phenology data from JOK.Both axes time. X years, Y measured dates when things phenological took place.Explain measured variables. Averages of multiple trees.Year to year variation.Maple and birch drop leaves before oaksWhite oak usually last to leaf out in spring, others a bit more variable.What do you choose as your endpoints – 50%? 75%? 100%? Average for a species? Individual tree data?
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Leaf fall in one tree over four years of sampling.
ARM Schoolyard data.

What kinds of data from Our 
Changing Forests  or Woolly Bully 
could be shown with a similar 
graph? What would be different on 
the graph?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One tree, 4 years of data.  Make in lab if time allows.Left: Graph percent of leaves that had fallen against the date sampled. Make in lab if time allows. Could not use # fallen because sampling was not comparable across dates.Earlier each year.Right: Reshow the data with only the first and last leaf-fall graphed. 2 ways of showing same information.NOTE that dates of first and last leaf fall not explicitly provided in data, you need to extract this information from the data set!COMPARE ACROSS YEARS HOW LONG IT TAKES BUDS TO EMERGE AND LEAVES TO FALL, LINK TO WEATHER INFORMATION…..



Leaf fall in Multiple Trees. ARM Schoolyard data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set graphs over each other to allow comparisons. Multiple trees, colored the same in each graph.More trees added in second year.Allow you to follow succession, compare across species. Suggest other kinds of graphs.



Leaf fall in Multiple Trees. ARM Schoolyard Data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple trees, all three years on one graph as in the single-tree graph earlier.Each tree same color, each year same shape.RM3 usually earlier than others.Earlier each year.Data error in RM6 in 2007
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Canopy trees 1969 and 2011

Understory trees 1969 and 2011



AWH, 2016
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Hemlock growth as a 
function of HWA egg density

For results from Woolly Bully sampling, there are various ways to graph data on 
branch growth and HWA infestation. Some of these are also appropriate for 
graphing tree growth in plots for Our Changing Forests



Before Data Analysis:

Look at data

Evaluate for:
• errors
• missing information
• corrections that are necessary

Adjust accordingly

Extract additional information – e.g., length of growing 
season, biomass for each species, growth since prior 
measurement, percent of leaves fallen, etc.

The data base calculates some of these variables for 
you; you may want to calculate or obtain additional 
ones and/or to manipulate your data in various ways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Missing dataIncorrect unitsInconsistent sampling effortIrregular samplingRedundant samplingAdjustments: percents, logarithmic scaleNew data 	– species sampled and number of individuals of each	-- Dates of first and last leaf fallNow look at few Schoolyard Data examples



Take time to look at the graph(s) you 
create:

• What pattern(s) do you see?
• How do patterns relate to the basic 

questions your study is trying to 
answer?

• What factors might explain the 
patterns? What might be causing 
them?

• How can you use the graphs with 
your students?



Go to it –
Happy Data 

Visualization!



                                                         Calculating Growing Season Length From Schoolyard Data  

Calculating Julian Date from Standard Date: use the Excel formula below
Growing Season Calculation:
1.   Determine 50% bud burst and 50% leaf-fall dates for each tree, or Date Julian
      Alternatively, you could  calculate the average for each species,  4/8/1992 99 Julian Date:
      or average for all trees at a site, depending on your analysis goals. 5/7/1999 127 =K6-DATE(YEAR(K6),1,0)
2.  Subtract budburst date from leaf-fall date; this  gives the number of days 6/4/1998 155
     in the growing season for the selected tree(s) 2/2/2002 33 NOTE: "K6" refers to the cell with the standard date
3.  This approach could also be used to estimate average duration of flooding 5/5/1988 126
     in some vernal pools, if data are available on both the increase in water DATE #VALUE!
    depth in spring, and the decline in water levels as the hydrologic year progresses DATE #VALUE!

DATE #VALUE!

Estimating date of 50% leaf fall, bud burst, pool filling or drying, or other event

                       Use data measuring change in factor of interest -- water depth, growth, leaf fall, etc.
p2     x Look at the data, and choose two points bracketing the 50%  level  -- the formula below finds the 50% point between them

d1 and d2 are the julian days when measurements were made before and after the 50% level was reached  
50  p1 and p2 are the percent of leaf-fall estimated for measurement dates d1 and d2, respectively

Plug the values for d1, d2, p1, and p2 into the following formula:
p1              x

50% Leaf-fall or bud-burst Julian Date:
0 d1+[(d2-d1)(50-p1)/(p2-p1)]

          d1       d50        d2 NOTE: For measurements of water depth, growth, etc., plug in the comparable Julian days
Date of measurement
     (Julian day)

           EXAMPLE: Spring d1 = 95 d2 = 122 50% bud burst = 95 + ((122-95)(50-47)/(62-47)) = 100.4 
p1 = 47 p2 = 62

Fall d1 =  277 d2 = 284 50% leaf fall = 277 + ((284-277)(50-46)/(67-46)) = 278.3 
p1 = 46 p2 =  67

If 50% bud-burst was at day 100 (April 10 in a non-leap year), and
if 50% leaf-fall was day 278, then 278-100 = 178: the growing
season was 178 days long for this particular tree or group of trees

INSERT YOUR SPRING AND FALL DATA:
 d1 p1 d2 p2 50%
Spring #DIV/0!
Fall #DIV/0!

Growing season length (number of days) #DIV/0!
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REPLACE "DATE" IN COLUMN A WITH AN ACTUAL DATE, 
AND THE JULIAN DAY WILL BE CALCULATED IN COLUMN B

http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.
edu/schoolyard/data-analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note about graphing growing season by year


GrowingSeason Calculations

		                                                         Calculating Growing Season Length From Schoolyard Data  



																						Calculating Julian Date from Standard Date: use the Excel formula below

		Growing Season Calculation:

		1.   Determine 50% bud burst and 50% leaf-fall dates for each tree, or																				Date		Julian

		      Alternatively, you could  calculate the average for each species,  																				4/8/92		99				Julian Date:

		      or average for all trees at a site, depending on your analysis goals.																				5/7/99		127				=K6-DATE(YEAR(K6),1,0)

		2.  Subtract budburst date from leaf-fall date; this  gives the number of days 																				6/4/98		155

		     in the growing season for the selected tree(s)																				2/2/02		33				NOTE: "K6" refers to the cell with the standard date

		3.  This approach could also be used to estimate average duration of flooding 																				5/5/88		126

		     in some vernal pools, if data are available on both the increase in water 																				DATE		ERROR:#VALUE!

		    depth in spring, and the decline in water levels as the hydrologic year progresses																				DATE		ERROR:#VALUE!

																						DATE		ERROR:#VALUE!





		Estimating date of 50% leaf fall, bud burst, pool filling or drying, or other event



		 				                     x		 		Use data measuring change in factor of interest -- water depth, growth, leaf fall, etc.

		p2						    x		Look at the data, and choose two points bracketing the 50%  level  -- the formula below finds the 50% point between them

										d1 and d2 are the julian days when measurements were made before and after the 50% level was reached																										 

		50		 						p1 and p2 are the percent of leaf-fall estimated for measurement dates d1 and d2, respectively

										Plug the values for d1, d2, p1, and p2 into the following formula:

		p1		             x

										50% Leaf-fall or bud-burst Julian Date:

		0										d1+[(d2-d1)(50-p1)/(p2-p1)]

				          d1       d50        d2																NOTE: For measurements of water depth, growth, etc., plug in the comparable Julian days

				Date of measurement

				     (Julian day)



																           EXAMPLE:				Spring		d1 = 95		d2 = 122		50% bud burst = 95 + ((122-95)(50-47)/(62-47)) = 100.4 

																						p1 = 47		p2 = 62

																				Fall		d1 =  277		d2 = 284		50% leaf fall = 277 + ((284-277)(50-46)/(67-46)) = 278.3 

																						p1 = 46		p2 =  67



																		If 50% bud-burst was at day 100 (April 10 in a non-leap year), and

																		if 50% leaf-fall was day 278, then 278-100 = 178: the growing

																		season was 178 days long for this particular tree or group of trees



																				INSERT YOUR SPRING AND FALL DATA:

																				 		d1		p1		d2		p2		50%

																				Spring										ERROR:#DIV/0!

																				Fall										ERROR:#DIV/0!





																				Growing season length (number of days)								ERROR:#DIV/0!







% leaf fall YB1 2005

% leaf-fall	263	270	277	284	291	298	305	8.3333333333333329E-2	0.33333333333333331	0.45833333333333331	0.66666666666666663	0.70833333333333337	0.75	0.95833333333333337	Julian Day



% fallen

Percent of buds burst, leaves fallen (or other  variable)

REPLACE  "DATE" IN COLUMN A WITH AN ACTUAL DATE, AND THE JULIAN DAY WILL BE CALCULATED IN COLUMN B
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